What Can the Wealthy Do About Biden’s Proposed
Tax Increases?
Last July I wrote an article about what to do about the proposed tax hikes if there were a blue wave
and the Democrats were to take over the presidency, House and Senate in the November 2020
elections.
While it wasn’t exactly a blue wave, Joe Biden was elected president and the Democrats have narrow
control of Congress. That means tax increases in 2021 are likely.
On Wednesday, President Biden announced his American Families Plan, which outlines his agenda
of raising taxes on the wealthy. During his campaign, Biden pledged to pursue tax increases so that
the wealthiest Americans shoulder more of the tax burden by “making investors pay the same tax
rates as workers and bringing an end to expensive and unproductive tax loopholes.”
What Biden proposes in his American Families Plan is consistent with what he presented as a
candidate:
Raise tax rates on those making over $400,000 from 37% to 39.6%
Tax capital gains and dividends at the 39.6% ordinary income tax rate for those with incomes
over $1 million, up from the current 20% rate
Eliminate the basis step-up at death for gains over $1 million (or $2.5 million per couple)
The only surprise in the plan announced this week is the absence of estate tax changes. As a
candidate, Biden had stated that the current $11.7 million estate and gift tax exemptions are too high
and should revert to the $3.5 million to $5 million range from the Obama presidency. The American
Families Plan leaves the $11.7 million exemptions untouched and bypasses other popular Democratic
estate planning reforms, such as limiting the use of valuation discounts to reduce estate taxes. Other
good news for the wealthy is that the 2% to 3% annual wealth tax championed by Senator Elizabeth
Warren is not part of the proposed changes.
What Will the New Tax Law Look Like?
The American Families Plan is just a starting point for negotiations. Predicting what a new tax law
will ultimately contain is tricky because of all the horse-trading that occurs leading up to finalizing
the law. For example, under former President George W. Bush, the estate tax exemption was $3.5
million in 2009 and zero in 2010. With the estate tax and gift tax exemptions scheduled to revert to
$1 million each in 2011 and President Obama’s comments that the $3.5 million exemption level was
too high, it was widely believed they would drop. However, in December 2010 President Obama and
Senate Majority Leader McConnell announced they had negotiated a new tax package in which the
estate, gift and GST tax exemptions would rise to $5 million each in 2011. This shocked the wealth
management industry. Nobody had predicted the exemptions would remain at $3.5 million, let alone
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rise to $5 million. So, what happened? I’ve heard from multiple sources that behind closed doors,
McConnell said he’d have the Senate ratify the START treaty that Obama had negotiated with Russia
in return for the higher tax exemptions. I think about this story every time I read a prediction about
what future tax legislation might be.
So, with the caveat that we won’t know what the final tax bill will contain until it passes, it seems
likely that the top tax rate will rise from 37% to 39.6% and that dividend and capital gains tax rates
will go up to 25% to 28%.
Biden’s proposals to raise the capital gains rates all the way up to ordinary rates and eliminate the
basis step-up is a tougher sell because some moderate democrats have expressed concerns. Even
though they’re not part of Biden’s plan now, provisions to increase the estate tax by reducing
exemptions or limiting the use of valuation discounts could be added into a final bill because of their
popularity among Democrats.
When Would a New Tax Law Be Effective?
While a tax law retroactive to January 1 of this year is theoretically possible, the tax law changes will
most likely take effect upon the date of enactment or beginning in 2022. None of the tax bills
introduced by Democrats so far this year have a retroactive effective date. Further, it would make
sense for the government to put some time between the new law’s enactment and effective date
because it would allow wealthy taxpayers to take gains at lower rates now, providing a short-term
boost in federal revenues from the taxes collected on those gains. Having varying tax rates for
different periods of a year would also be an administrative nightmare for the federal government, tax
preparers, and custodians.
What Should You Do?
No matter what happens, the important thing is to have a plan. Because the current tax proposals are
similar to those we anticipated last July, my advice remains the same strategies that I outlined in
that article. Those are essentially to:
Take gains before your death so your heirs receive full basis assets. The benefit of this
planning is the income taxes you owe on the gains will reduce the value of your estate and thus
reduce the amount of estate taxes due.
Accelerate income recognition. You can do this by converting your traditional IRAs into
Roth IRAs, selling appreciated assets now to fund your future spending needs, intentionally
taking gains in your irrevocable grantor trusts, and opting not to defer income into your
deferred compensation plan.
Defer deductions. Pushing charitable deductions into future years or having your closely held
business forego accelerated depreciation are two other good strategies.
Structure your investments to reduce your future tax burden. Using lower tax realizing
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investments such as index funds or investment managers and investing inside life insurance
policies can also provide significant tax benefits.
Be prepared to give away the unused portion of your $11.7 million estate and gift tax
exemption. Even though Biden’s tax proposals don’t include reducing transfer tax exemptions,
tax law bills introduced by Democrats earlier this year slash the exemptions to $3.5 million or
less. Therefore, it is possible that reduced exemptions could be part of a final bill. Also, keep in
mind that these exemptions are set to revert to an inflation-adjusted $5 million after 2025 so
having a gifting plan is essential.
Because each taxpayer has their own financial circumstances, there’s no universal solution. But
having your financial, legal, and tax advisors run the numbers on your situation to figure out what to
do now can help you prepare for whatever happens.

St. Louis Trust & Family Office’s approach to wealth management for families with multigenerational wealth is different from the norm. We provide holistic, high-touch client service
combined with customized, independent investment management and a full range of family office
services including family strategy and governance, estate planning, cash flow management, risk
management and philanthropy coordination. Advising clients on more than thirteen billion dollars of
investment assets and more than fifteen billion dollars of total wealth, we work to construct a
financial strategy that achieves both short- and long-term goals. We are proactive. We are
resourceful. We are relentless.
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